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VISION

How do you be great at what you create?

 • Build a great culture and excellence is a bi-product
 • Excellence is where we make mistakes, not perfect, frayed around the edges,  
    but we want to do them well. 
 • We have not made excellence the target, but great culture – and excellence  
    comes naturally

When do you catch vision?

 • Getting out by yourself, on a plane, when you are alone, listening to God. 
 • Planes are a big area – confined space with time to think and dream
 • Most leaders right now do not have time to think – build in time to think

In America, Success equals arrogance = especially with Senior pastors…
How do you keep success from making your arrogant?

 • Aussies don’t put up with arrogance – but the opposite is people will  
   constantly criticize… The Tall Poppy Syndrome
 • In the Aussie culture, people will not follow arrogance
 • Listen to others who are visionaries… 

The next 15 years at Hillsong – what are you dreaming?

 • A successor will become obvious
 • For the next generation to take this forward
 • Strong financial base
 • Very little debt to continue
 • Reach as many people as we can…
 • Global expansion – right person, right place, right time
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 • Do not compromise on the standards we build on
 • Leave something really healthy for someone who comes after

All leaders have ego. All leaders want impact. 
The moment Ego takes over impact, we need to flip it. 

If people’s hearts are in the right place, love to see people soar!
Keep people’s spirits good.

What did you care about early on in ministry that you realize now wasn’t really that 
important?

 • Worried about ONE weekend at a time. 
 • Look at what God is doing over the whole year or the decade.
 • Far too emotional when I was younger
 • If it is not a crisis to me, it is not a crisis to anyone.

You have been viciously attacked due to visibility – How do you deal with the hurt?

 • You MUST get bigger than it
 • Get tougher
 • I don’t read a lot of stuff anymore – just move forward
 • You don’t have to be fearful of what people say, but just fearful of what people  
    say that’s true.
 • Learn from criticism – their perspective is right to them so learn from their  
    perspective

What is the one question you wish people would ask that they don’t ask?

 • Ask real questions about why God has blessed us
 • The incredible nature of the people in our church
 • The genuine thing that God has done in Australia
 • Usually surfacy image, money, gold values but they don’t ask about the God  
    things happening

On your TV program – Let’s talk – what phrase do you want on your gravestone:
The best is yet to come!
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